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RUBRIC: COPY OF EXAMPLE_RUBRIC_EN_US-1

CRITERION 1

SCALE 1 TITLE

SCALE 2 TITLE

SCALE 3 TITLE

SCALE 4 TITLE

SCALE 5 TITLE

CRITERION 2

SCALE 1 TITLE

SCALE 2 TITLE

SCALE 3 TITLE

SCALE 4 TITLE

SCALE 5 TITLE

CRITERION 3

SCALE 1 TITLE

SCALE 2 TITLE

SCALE 3 TITLE

SCALE 4 TITLE

SCALE 5 TITLE

CRITERION 4

SCALE 1 TITLE

SCALE 2 TITLE

SCALE 3 TITLE

SCALE 4 TITLE

 

Criterion 1 description. Description text is optional

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.<br />

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Criterion 2 description. Description text is optional

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.<br />

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Criterion 3 description. Description text is optional

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.<br />

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Criterion 4 description. Description text is optional

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.<br />

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.



SCALE 5 TITLE

CRITERION 5

SCALE 1 TITLE

SCALE 2 TITLE

SCALE 3 TITLE

SCALE 4 TITLE

SCALE 5 TITLE

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Criterion 5 description. Description text is optional

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.<br />

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.

Text describing what meets this scale for this criterion. <br />This text is optional.
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